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TITLE: Altering sacred animals: Re-designing genetics for profit, at the expense of rights and
environmental integrity
(the right to be sacred refers to the rights of creation, all of creation, including plants and
animals)
This issue before us today is ultimately an issue of anthropogenic climate change.
Recent human experiments, both intentional and not, have altered the natural world; where
changes have more-or-less occurred in the long-term. We are now in a modern-period where
anthropogenic interventions are forcing significant, immediate and seemingly abrupt changes on
us. Often without our knowledge and/or consent.
We may never fully comprehend how these abrupt changes will impact us, or how precarious
our existence has become in the context of climate change.
Including the changes to our genetic identity, and that of our close relatives.
Let’s briefly look at these changes: what are these abrupt changes in the context of genetically
modified animals and their commercialization?
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1. Indigenous Peoples rights
a. No containment plan is infallible because human error is evident in any systems that
we have created
b. What happens if I catch a GMO salmon that contains genetic alterations? The
company has applied Canadian settler colonial law in an effort to “own” that animal.
What about Mi’kmaq rights that are inherent, and not necessarily dependent on
settler-colonial legal systems and jurisdictions? It is not clear if it is entirely legal to
alter the DNA of an animal considered sacred in the laws/customs of people that
have been here since before settler-nation law was invented in Canada.
c. I have a right to fish salmon, as all Indigenous Peoples do. In fishing salmon, we also
participate in a culture, economy and ceremonial systems that define our laws and
expectations related to the treatment of the salmon. We have responsibilities.
d. Can a settler nation company, in step with settler nation jurisdictions alter the genetic
identify of animal, generally? Specifically, can they do this without out considering the
rights of Indigenous Peoples?
e. Did the company and the Canadian government follow the UNDRIPS’ FPIC rights
framework?
f. I have not seen proof that they have. It is my understanding that no Indigenous
Peoples have consented, been informed prior to, or been free to provide their
opinions on the creation of gmo salmon.
g. This is not only a just-legal question, but also a question of honour and ethics. The
honour of the Crown, and the ethics of private business interests.
2. Modern transportation
a. Fastest growing CO2 emissions, and without mitigation measures, these emissions
will grow by 60% in 2050;
b. Freight volumes will triple by 2050;
c. This is important to consider in the context of farmed fish because of the emissions
related to harvesting, processing and transportation of feed inputs, which include
wild caught fish; and
d. Fresh farmed salmon is not typically produced within the market area that it is sold
into. This requires significant transportation emissions, which are predominantly
linked to air freight.
3. Food Security
a. The markets for farmed salmon are in regions of the world that do not experience
high rates of food insecurity, nor severe food insecurity.
b. Countries that consume farmed salmon, and in segments of the population that have
the privilege (in the form of currency) to purchase salmon, represent a small segment
of the world’s population.
c. Farmed salmon feeds populations that are already over-nourished. In fact, and this
requires more analysis, it is plausible that there is a caloric-redistribution of wild
caught fish (perhaps from waters where Indigenous Peoples fish for sustenance) from
under-nourished regions to over-nourished regions.
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d. Wild caught fish is used to feed farmed fish, in effect removing caloric intake, or
nourishment from one area, and imposing it in another. In this case, an overnourished market (Europe, NA, Japan).
e. Let’s also be clear that the emissions related to capture and processing of wild fish
contribute to global warming in a cost-benefit analysis that skews harm towards the
under-nourished; the vulnerable without the necessary resources to adapt or
mitigate changes related to climate and economics.
There are a host of questions that need to be addressed. The three that I pose to Canada and the
company are:
1. Who owns the GMO salmon?
2. Has anyone consented to being polluted with these genetic experiments? Specifically,
and the context of the Indigenous Peoples experience in Canada, have Canada and the
company respected their moral and legal responsibility to obtain the free, prior and
informed consent of Indigenous People?
3. How can/will the enhancement of growing salmon meet the needs of the world’s food
insecure and severe food insecure?
4. Is feeding the worlds over-nourished a reasonable climate change adaptation/mitigation
strategy? Or, is it a continuation of the euro-colonial model of wealth creation,
manipulation and redistribution?
Couple of interesting links:
https://www.oktlaw.com/the-force-and-inherent-jurisdiction-and-why-the-empire-andindigenous-peoples-need-to-resist-the-dark-side/#_edn4
http://www.fao.org/indigenous-peoples/our-pillars/fpic/en/
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